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PRESS RELEASE 

Dynamic Industries, Inc., completes the final phase of a fifty-four module fabrication 
project for a repeat client. 

New Iberia, Louisiana – June 22, 2020 – Dynamic Industries, Inc., a subsidiary of Dynamic 
Energy Services International, (“DYNESI”), and a leading fabrication and service provider to the 
global oil, gas and energy industries, announced the sail away of the last module of a fifty-four 
(truckable) module fabrication project for a repeat client, which is one of the world’s major oil 
companies. The first phase of 20 pipe rack modules were completed and shipped in the last 
quarter of 2019. The project was fabricated in Dynamic’s New Iberia Facility in the Port of 
Iberia. The modules are in route to the northern United States where they will be integrated into 
an expansion of a renewable diesel refinery.  

The project, which Dynamic completed ahead of schedule, took 10 months to complete with 
the total weight of the fifty-four modules being approximately 1,100 tons. The pipe rack 
modules included the procurement of all raw materials for the fabrication of 16,000 linear 
process piping.  This process pipe fabrication scope also included the fabrication of all 
interconnecting piping.  The materials were all procured from local vendors, which provided a 
significant positive impact on the local community. 

Both the pipe rack module and equipment module fabrication were complex and had 
several different piping materials, including 316 stainless steel, 347 stainless steel with 
PWHT requirements, 825 Inconel, and 625 Inconel. Dynamic pre-fabricated, painted, 
installed, and hydro tested all of the pipe rack module pipe spools onsite in its New Iberia 
facility.  Overall Dynamic made over 2,200 pipe welds to complete the piping systems on 
the modules. 

Dynamic self-performed the majority of the work for the project with the help of two other sister 
companies.  Living Quarter Technologies (a DYNESI Company), performed insulation of all 
process piping, and Dynamic Construction Services, provided the scaffold labor and material, 
fireproofing of structural steel, open end pipe hydrotesting, and coatings.  

This combination makes Dynamic an integrated one stop shop for multiple discipline fabrication 
needs, which enabled the client to experience up to a 25% cost savings in overall project costs. 
Dynamic intends to lead the charge to prove to upstream and downstream clients that projects, 
regardless of final destination in the world, can be done in Louisiana at prices comparable to 
any other country.  
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Jeff Clement, COO of Dynamic’s US Fab business unit, said “This project’s completion 
represents another major accomplishment for Dynamic as we have successfully delivered 
multiple projects for this customer. There is no greater proof of Dynamic’s commitment to 
complete customer satisfaction, quality and safety than repeat clients, who also happened to be 
among the largest and most sophisticated energy companies in the world”, concluded Mr. 
Clement. 

About Dynamic Industries, Inc. 

Initially founded in 1985, Dynamic Industries, Inc., has expanded into a full service, fully 
integrated fabrication, construction, commissioning and maintenance provider to the global 
energy industry. Dynamic has gained a reputation for safe, on-time/on-budget, high-quality work 
. . . a reputation that is embedded in our culture. Additionally, LQT Industries, LLC (a DYNESI 
Company) provides accommodation and equipment rental solutions to the global offshore and 
onshore industries. 
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Pipe	Rack	and	Equipment	Modules	underway	at	Dynamic's	New	Iberia.	La.	facility.		


